FLIP CAMP

Learn to Flip Your Class
June 7, 9, 12, 14 and 16
Times: 9:30 - 2:30

The flipped classroom is a pedagogical model in which the typical lecture and homework elements of a course are reversed, allowing for more active learning during class time.

In this hands-on workshop series you’ll:

1. Identify at least four weeks of course material in a 16 week class that would benefit from being flipped.
2. Devise a plan to evolve how you are using class time in your flipped modules.
3. Create mini-lecture screencasts for one course module.
4. Select from an array of techniques and tools to help ensure that students come to class prepared, and incorporate into one course module.
5. Identify and develop class activities for one module that focus on higher-level cognitive activities.
6. Create formative and summative assessments for one module.

Apply online by May 8th at: http://tinyurl.com/IDS-profdev17
Contact ids@csusm.edu for more information.

Goals

Gain exposure to examples of how other teachers are using flipped instruction.
Understand key considerations and concerns to be addressed in flipped teaching and learning.
Increase active learning in your classroom.
Implement a full cycle of flipped learning for one course module, with a personalized plan.

Activities will include...

• Sharing your ideas and insights, and learning from each other throughout the workshop.
• Trying out some tools and learning techniques for creating effective lecture screencasts.
• Exploring a range of active learning techniques.
• Discovering Open Education Resources for course resources and activities.
• Identifying new Cougar Courses tools to utilize in your flipped teaching.

Requirements

• Participants will need to do 2-4 hours of homework before each class.
• Meet with an Instructional Developer at least twice throughout the development process.
• Complete all elements needed to flip one course module, by 2 weeks after the last meeting.

Compensation

Participants will receive $250 after attending all class sessions and another $250 upon completing their flipped topic.